
We arrived at the compound at 4:30 PM and were visked into
— <^ "BB̂  house, ducking as we drove into the gate, past the
hospital and right down the main road. From the car, we bolted
into the MMB1 home and sought sanctuary in" their back bedroom.
From there, we forged out a strategy that called for us to enlist
the aid of gPftBHBBtfKP vho had himself just arrived back on the
field, ^BJvrrote a note asking Donn to come immediately to his
house due to an urgent matter and then willingly left us in his
home to use indefinately. Not knowing how Donn would respond to
these allegations and, i£ true, how long it would take .to work
with him, ̂ gH&knew his offer could conceivably mean he would be
without a home for the entire night.

arrived shortly thereafter. The note system (delivered
by 4flM8Rb} is most effective, Donn was predictably shocked to
see Russ and me, although he had heard Russ was in the country.

' Evidently, when we arrived at the guest house in Chittagong
earlier that day, a national saw Russ and happened to mention it
to Kitty who, in turn, conveyed it to Donn. We later asked Donn
if he had put 2 and 2 together. He said in his usual witty way

(unusual for this occasion) that he had come up with 3 7/8ths.
In his shock, and perhaps his fear of why we' were there, Donn was
absentminded and called me "Larry." Russ and I could see the
fear in his eyes, and his countenance certainly mirrored a
heightened state of intensity. There sat before us a man whose
guilt was consuming.

Russ and I prayed and asked God to establish the truth, and
to equip Donn in a very special way to allow him to speak the
complete and unaltered truth. Donn obligedly labored through a
very brief prayer in which all he could say was that words did
not come easily during these times and that he loved the Lord.
When we concluded praying, Donn spoke first (almost immediately}
and asked if he could finally begin to do things right (a hint of
what was to come) and first talk to Kitty. Russ and I thought
for a moment and then Russ indicated we wanted him to share with
us first. Donn very obediently accepted that. He started by
saying that he wanted to start from the beginning. His emphasis
was to start from "...the real beginning."

He shared it all! He was unreservedly and uncompromisingly
truthful. The content of his confession is in outline form in
Attachment 3. In sum, it reveals that he has had a problem in
illicit sexual relationships with other women, including sexual
intercourse at times, since his days at Bible college (some 30
years ago), and that he has never gained victory. He has lived a
hypocritical lie, and it has been all but destroying him. This
most recent perverted sin with IHHfrjMMI is merely testimony to
the unspeakable ugliness of sin that is allowed to reign in one's
life. His sin with ••§ disgusted Donn. It was a bittersweet
relationship — a classical approach-avoidance conflict. In his
uncontrolled lust, and because of his driving (but unbiblical)
notion of obtaining significance and-worth in life through ac-
ceptance and "respect" from others, he stooped to emotionally
damaging a vulnerable young girl 1/4 his age.
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